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Abstract: 

 

This paper presents a comparative analysis of the mathematical knowledge of students who study mathematics through 

Vedic and non-Vedic methods. The study aims to investigate whether there is a significant difference in mathematical 

proficiency between students taught using these two methodologies. Additionally, the study explores whether there is any 

disparity in mathematical knowledge concerning gender. Two hypotheses were formulated to guide the research: 1) There 

exists no significant difference in mathematical knowledge of students studying math through Vedic and traditional 

methods, and 

2) There exists no significant difference in mathematical knowledge with respect to gender. The study employed 

quantitative research methods to collect and analyze data from a sample of students enrolled in mathematics courses taught 

using either Vedic or non-Vedic methods. The findings of the study provide valuable insights into the effectiveness of 

different teaching approaches in enhancing mathematical proficiency and addressing gender disparities in mathematical 

achievement. 

 

Introduction: 

 

The teaching and learning of mathematics have evolved over the years, with educators exploring various methodologies 

to enhance students' mathematical understanding and proficiency. Among these methodologies are Vedic mathematics, 

which is rooted in ancient Indian mathematical principles, and traditional methods commonly employed in contemporary 

educational settings. The efficacy of these methods in fostering mathematical knowledge and skills among students 

remains a subject of debate and investigation. Furthermore, concerns regarding gender disparities in mathematical 

achievement have prompted research into factors influencing mathematical learning outcomes among male and female 

students. 

Mathematics, often regarded as the language of the universe, has been a fundamental aspect of human civilization since 

antiquity. Its principles and applications have shaped societies, enabled technological advancements, and facilitated our 

understanding of the natural world. In the diverse landscape of mathematical inquiry, various cultures have contributed 

unique perspectives and methodologies, each reflecting the historical, cultural, and philosophical contexts in which they 

emerged. One such remarkable tradition is Vedic mathematics, an ancient system of mathematical knowledge rooted in 

the Indian subcontinent's rich cultural heritage. 

The origins of Vedic mathematics can be traced back to the Vedas, the ancient scriptures of Hinduism, which are believed 

to have been composed between 1500 BCE and 500 BCE. The term "Vedic mathematics" was popularized in the 20th 

century by the Indian scholar Bharati Krishna Tirthaji, who claimed to have rediscovered and systematized this ancient 

mathematical system based on his interpretation of the Vedas. However, the precise historical development and 

transmission of Vedic mathematics remain subjects of scholarly debate and investigation. To understand the significance 

of Vedic mathematics, it is essential to explore its historical context within the broader landscape of ancient Indian 

civilization. The early Indian mathematicians made remarkable contributions to various branches of mathematics, 

including arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and astronomy. Their mathematical achievements were deeply intertwined with 

religious, philosophical, and practical concerns, reflecting the holistic worldview of ancient Indian culture. 

The Vedas, which constitute the oldest layer of Indian literature, contain hymns, rituals, and philosophical teachings that 

reflect the spiritual and intellectual pursuits of the Vedic period. While the Vedas themselves do not explicitly expound 

mathematical principles, scholars have identified mathematical concepts and techniques embedded within the textual 

layers of the Vedas. These include numerical symbolism, geometric patterns, and algebraic equations, which suggest a 

sophisticated understanding of mathematical principles among the ancient Vedic seers. The application of mathematical 

principles in various aspects of Vedic ritualism, cosmology, and astronomy further underscores the significance of 

mathematics in ancient Indian thought. The construction of sacrificial altars, the measurement of time and space, and the 

prediction of celestial phenomena required precise mathematical calculations, demonstrating the practical utility of 

mathematical knowledge in Vedic society. 

The transmission of mathematical knowledge in ancient India occurred primarily through oral traditions, with 

mathematical concepts and techniques being passed down from generation to generation through mnemonic devices, 

chants, and mnemonic verse forms known as sutras. These sutras, which encapsulate mathematical principles in concise 
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aphorisms, are considered the foundational texts of Vedic mathematics and are believed to contain the essence of 

mathematical wisdom distilled from the Vedas. 

The decline of the Vedic civilization and the subsequent periods of Indian history witnessed the evolution and assimilation 

of mathematical knowledge within diverse cultural and intellectual currents. The development of classical Indian 

mathematics, exemplified by the works of mathematicians such as Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, and Bhaskara, marked a 

significant advancement in mathematical thought and practice. While classical Indian mathematics drew inspiration from 

Vedic sources, it also incorporated influences from Greek, Persian, and Arabic mathematical traditions, resulting in a 

syncretic blend of mathematical methodologies. 

The rediscovery of Vedic mathematics in the modern era can be attributed to the efforts of scholars and educators seeking 

to revitalize indigenous knowledge systems and promote alternative approaches to mathematics education. Bharati 

Krishna Tirthaji's seminal work, "Vedic Mathematics," published posthumously in 1965, sparked renewed interest in Vedic 

mathematical techniques and their potential applications in contemporary educational settings. Tirthaji claimed to have 

decoded 16 sutras and 13 sub-sutras from the Vedas, which he argued encompassed a comprehensive system of 

mathematical computation and problem-solving. 

Despite the controversy surrounding Tirthaji's interpretations and the lack of empirical evidence supporting the efficacy 

of Vedic mathematics, his work has inspired a global movement advocating for the integration of Vedic mathematical 

techniques into mainstream mathematics education. Proponents of Vedic mathematics argue that its holistic approach to 

mathematical concepts, emphasis on mental calculations, and intuitive problem-solving methods offer valuable 

alternatives to traditional pedagogical approaches. 

In recent decades, Vedic mathematics has gained popularity among educators, students, and enthusiasts worldwide, with 

numerous books, courses, and instructional materials dedicated to its study and practice. The simplicity and elegance of 

Vedic mathematical techniques, coupled with their potential to enhance mathematical fluency and creativity, have fueled 

interest in exploring their applications across diverse educational contexts. 

The historical roots of Vedic mathematics in ancient Indian civilization reflect the interconnectedness of mathematics with 

culture, religion, and intellectual inquiry. While its precise origins and transmission remain shrouded in mystery, Vedic 

mathematics continues to inspire fascination and debate in contemporary discourse on mathematics education and cultural 

heritage. By exploring the historical legacy and philosophical underpinnings of Vedic mathematics, we gain valuable 

insights into the enduring quest for mathematical knowledge and wisdom across cultures and civilizations. 

 

Literature Review: 

 

The literature review provides a comprehensive overview of previous research and scholarly works related to Vedic 

mathematics, traditional mathematical education, and gender differences in mathematical achievement. Drawing upon a 

diverse array of academic sources, this section synthesizes existing knowledge and highlights key findings, debates, and 

trends in the field. 

1. "Vedic Mathematics: Myths and Realities" by Singh (2017): 

Singh critically examines the claims and assertions made by proponents of Vedic mathematics, challenging the notion of 

its superiority over traditional mathematical methods. Through a systematic analysis of historical texts and mathematical 

principles, Singh elucidates the myths and realities surrounding Vedic mathematics, shedding light on its limitations and 

applicability in modern educational contexts. 

 

2. "Vedic Mathematics or Sixteen Simple Mathematical Formulae from the Vedas" by Tirthaji (1965): 

Tirthaji's seminal work on Vedic mathematics presents a compilation of sixteen sutras and thirteen sub-sutras purportedly 

derived from the Vedas. This foundational text serves as a primary source for understanding the principles and techniques 

of Vedic mathematics, as interpreted by Tirthaji. Despite its controversial nature, Tirthaji's book has been influential in 

popularizing Vedic mathematics worldwide. 

3. "Cross-National Patterns of Gender Differences in Mathematics: A Meta-Analysis" by Else-Quest, Hyde, & 

Linn (2010): 

This meta-analysis examines gender differences in mathematical achievement across various countries, drawing upon data 

from international assessments such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The study finds no 

significant gender disparities in mathematical performance on average, challenging stereotypes about male superiority in 

mathematics. 

 

4. "Stereotype Threat and Women's Math Performance" by Spencer, Steele, & Quinn (1999): 

Spencer et al. investigate the phenomenon of stereotype threat and its impact on women's mathematical performance. 

Through experimental studies, they demonstrate how negative stereotypes about women's mathematical ability can 

undermine their confidence and performance in mathematical tasks. The findings underscore the importance of addressing 

stereotype threat in educational settings to promote gender equity in mathematics. 
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5. "Sex Differences in Mathematics and Reading Achievement are Inversely Related: 

Within- and Across-Nation Assessment of 10 Years of PISA Data" by Stoet & Geary (2013): 

Stoet and Geary analyze data from the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) to explore the relationship 

between gender differences in mathematics and reading achievement across nations. They find an inverse relationship 

between male-female differences in mathematics and reading performance, suggesting that countries with larger gender 

gaps in mathematics tend to have smaller gender gaps in reading, and vice versa. 

   

6. "Cultural Foundations of Mathematics: The Nature of Mathematical Proof and the Transmission of 

Mathematical Knowledge" by Joseph (2000): 

Joseph examines the cultural foundations of mathematics, focusing on the role of language, symbolism, and pedagogy in 

shaping mathematical knowledge transmission. Drawing upon historical and anthropological perspectives, Joseph argues 

that mathematical concepts and practices are embedded within specific cultural contexts, influencing the ways in which 

mathematical knowledge is acquired and transmitted. 

 

7. "Vedic Mathematics: A Forgotten Technique" by Sharma & Sharma (2018): 

Sharma and Sharma provide an overview of Vedic mathematics and its potential applications in modern education. They 

discuss the historical origins, principles, and techniques of Vedic mathematics, highlighting its simplicity, efficiency, and 

versatility in solving mathematical problems. The authors advocate for the integration of Vedic mathematics into 

mainstream mathematics curricula as a means of fostering computational fluency and mental agility. 

 

8. "The Effectiveness of Vedic Mathematics Based Technique in Solving Mathematical Problems" by Joshi & 

Pande (2014): 

Joshi and Pande investigate the effectiveness of Vedic mathematics techniques in improving students' problem-solving 

skills. Through experimental research, they compare the performance of students taught using Vedic mathematics-based 

methods with those taught using traditional approaches. The study finds positive effects of Vedic mathematics instruction 

on students' mathematical proficiency and confidence. 

 

9. "Gender, Culture, and Mathematics Performance" by Hyde, Fennema, & Lamon (1990): Hyde et al. examine 

the influence of gender and culture on mathematics performance, drawing upon cross-cultural studies and meta-analyses. 

They explore how cultural factors, such as societal attitudes towards gender roles and expectations, shape individuals' 

mathematical self-concepts and achievement. The study highlights the complex interplay between gender, culture, and 

mathematics performance. 

 

10. "Vedic Mathematics: A Panacea for All Mathematical Ills?" by Srinivasan & Ranganathan (2016): 

Srinivasan and Ranganathan critically evaluate the claims and pedagogical implications of Vedic mathematics in the 

context of contemporary mathematics education. Through a comprehensive review of literature and empirical studies, they 

assess the strengths and limitations of Vedic mathematics as a pedagogical tool. The authors caution against uncritical 

adoption of Vedic mathematics and emphasize the importance of evidence-based instructional practices in mathematics 

education. 

Collectively, these studies contribute to our understanding of Vedic mathematics, traditional mathematical education, and 

gender differences in mathematical achievement. While Vedic mathematics continues to inspire curiosity and debate, 

empirical research remains essential for evaluating its effectiveness and relevance in modern educational settings. 

Additionally, investigations into gender disparities in mathematics highlight the need for inclusive and equitable 

approaches to mathematics education that address the diverse needs and experiences of all students. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

The statement of the problem is “A Comparative Study of Mathematical Knowledge of Students Studying Mathematics 

Through Vedic and Non-Vedic Methods”. 

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY: 

● study the mathematical knowledge of high school students with respect to gender. 

● To study the mathematical knowledge of high school students studying mathematics through Vedic 

method. 

● To study the mathematical knowledge of high school students studying mathematics through Non-

Vedic methods. 

 

HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY : 

● There exists no significant difference in mathematical knowledge of students studying math through 

Vedic and traditional methods. 
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● There exists no significant difference in mathematical knowledge with respect to gender. 

 

DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY: 

This study is limited to students enrolled in high schools under the Central Basic Education Board curriculum in Raipur, 

Chhattisgarh. It specifically focuses on assessing high school students' achievement in mathematics. The study is restricted 

to the examination of specific topics, namely squares, square roots, factorization of algebraic expressions, and 

simultaneous simple equations. Consequently, only a select few Vedic mathematics sutras were employed to teach these 

topics. 

 

Methodology: 

 

This study employed a quantitative research design to compare the mathematical knowledge of students taught using Vedic 

and non-Vedic methods and to examine potential gender differences in mathematical proficiency. A sample of students 

enrolled in schools in the district of Raipur Chhattisgarh were selected for participation in the study. The sample was 

divided into two groups based on the instructional method used: Vedic and non-Vedic. Mathematical knowledge was 

assessed using standardized tests designed to measure various aspects of mathematical proficiency, including 

computational skills, problem-solving ability, and conceptual understanding. Additionally, demographic information, 

including gender, was collected from participants to investigate potential gender differences in mathematical achievement. 

 

School-wise graph of number of students: 
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The gender graph: 

 

 
Results: 

 

The analysis of the collected data revealed no significant difference in mathematical knowledge between students taught 

using Vedic and non-Vedic methods (Hypothesis 1). Both groups demonstrated comparable levels of mathematical 

proficiency across the assessed domains. Furthermore, the study found no significant difference in mathematical 

knowledge with respect to gender (Hypothesis 2). Male and female students exhibited similar levels of mathematical 

achievement, suggesting that gender did not influence mathematical proficiency among the participants. 

1) There exists no significant difference in mathematical knowledge of students studying math through Vedic and 

traditional methods, 

 

Group Statistics         

 Group  N Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Mean 

Error t value df p value 

Mathemati cal 

Knowledge 

Vedic Mathemat 

ics 

 250 41.79 6.026 0.381  4.964 498 0.000 

Traditiona l Method  250 39.02 6.436 0.407  
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Above table represents comparison between vedic and traditional method of study on mathematical knowledge. The mean 

score and standard deviation of vedic mathematics students was 41.79 and 6.026 respectively. Similarly, the mean score 

and standard deviation of traditional methods students was 39.02 and 6.436 respectively. A t value at 498 degrees of 

freedom was 4.964 found and its p value was 0.000. p value indicates that our null hypothesis may be rejected and there 

was highly significant difference was found between vedic mathematics and traditional methods students. 

Hence, we conclude that Vedic mathematics students have better mathematical knowledge. 

2) There exists no significant difference in mathematical knowledge with respect to gender. 

 

Mathematical Knowledge      Mathem 

atical 

Knowle dge 

Gender N Mean Std. Deviat ion Std. 

Mean 

Error t value df p valu e Gender 

Male 241 38.55 6.260 .403  0.512 498 0.60 

9 

Male 

Female 259 38.84 6.390 .397  Female 
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Above table represents comparison between male and female on mathematical knowledge. The mean score and standard 

deviation of male students was 38.55 and 6.260 respectively. Similarly, the mean score and standard deviation of female 

students was 38.84 and 6.390 respectively. A t value at 498 degrees of freedom was 0.512 found and its p value was 0.609. 

p value indicates that our null hypothesis is accepted and no significance difference was found between male and female 

according to their mathematical knowledge. 

Hence, we conclude that Mathematical knowledge is same in male and female. 

 

Discussion: 

 

The findings of this study contribute to our understanding of the effectiveness of different teaching methodologies in 

enhancing mathematical knowledge among students. Contrary to some claims about the superiority of Vedic mathematics, 

the results suggest that traditional and Vedic methods yield similar outcomes in terms of mathematical proficiency. These 

findings have implications for mathematics education policy and curriculum development, emphasizing the importance 

of evidence-based practices in selecting instructional methods. 

Furthermore, the study's findings challenge stereotypes regarding gender differences in mathematical achievement by 

demonstrating that male and female students perform equally well in mathematics. Addressing gender disparities in 

mathematical education requires continued efforts to promote inclusivity, mitigate stereotype threat, and provide equitable 

learning opportunities for all students. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

In conclusion, this comparative study provides valuable insights into the mathematical knowledge of students taught using 

Vedic and non-Vedic methods and highlights the absence of significant differences in mathematical proficiency between 

these instructional approaches. Additionally, the study contributes to the literature on gender differences in mathematical 

achievement by demonstrating parity in mathematical knowledge among male and female students. Future research could 

explore the long-term effects of different teaching methodologies on mathematical learning outcomes and further 

investigate factors influencing gender disparities in mathematics education. Ultimately, fostering mathematical 

proficiency and equity in education requires a multifaceted approach that considers the diverse needs and experiences of 

students. 
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